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ENQUIRIES AND RESPONSES # 1 

NWRFP-17-24 
Supply, Delivery and Installation of a 
Site Redundant SAN Storage System 

New Westminster, BC 
 
 
 ANSWERS TO SUBMITTED QUESTIONS 
Q1 How much capacity do you need for snapshot and replication? 
A1 For Snapshots, we have two classifications of data with significantly different change rate 

characteristics: 
• VMware data – approximately 22TB raw (no dedupe/compression), with an average daily 

change rate of approximately 4%. For this data, we need to keep one snapshot per day for 
7 days on a rolling schedule. 

• File system data (CIFS shares) – approximately 12.5TB raw, with an average daily 
change rate of 0.1%. For this data, we need to keep one snapshot per day for 31 days on a 
rolling schedule. 

 For replication, we need to be able to have all 45TB usable storage replicated to the alternate 
storage system so that the alternate storage system can take over for the primary at any given 
time. 

 
Q2  The 45TB usable is that before or after deduplication.  
A2 45TB usable is RAW data before any deduplication or compression is applied.   
 
Q3 Can you confirm that as 45TB capacity is required between sites (and there is only two sites) 

Usable capacity can be 22.5TB at each site? Can we please confirm that the total amount of 
data that needs to be protected is 45TB which includes data at all sites which needs to be 
protected/replicated? Is the data split across multiple sites and if so, how is it split up? 50/50, 
70/30? 

A3 45TB of capacity is required between the two sites. (Note: This 45TB capacity does not 
include the capacity needed to replicate the data to the alternate site). The City has asked for 
45TB usable capacity to provide for some growth. We currently have approximately 35TB of 
raw data, and would like this data to be able to be replicated to the alternate storage system in 
the solution. The two sites are networked together in a stretched cluster design so that either 
site can be used from hosts at either site. Usable capacity does not need to be equally split 
between the sites. 

 
Q4 “The solution must easily scale up to at least 150TB of usable storage in a cost effective 

manner. “ Is this 150TB across the sites, 75TB at each site, or 150TB at each site? 
A4  This is 150TB across the solution, which means across all sites in the solution. 
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Q5 What is the City going to do with the CIFS data in the current environment?  
A5 We are planning to migrate to Windows file servers running as virtual machines on VMware. 
 
Q6 How many VM’s are in use in the current environment? 
A6 We have 270 running VMs in the environment, which includes both test and production 

systems. 
 
Q7 For 0RTO Value add, how many VM’s would need to be running 100% or subset?  
A7 Operating on the assumption that this reads “zero RTO”; we would ideally like the entire 

environment so that nothing goes down in a disaster scenario. However, of the 270 VMs that 
we have running, 205 of them are ones that the City would wish to have zero RTO. 

 
Q8 What is age of the IBM Servers and when are they due for replacement?   
A8 The oldest servers were purchased in 2013, and are not due for replacement for another 1-2 

years. Over half of our server infrastructure is very new and not ready to be replaced.   
 
Q9 Is there further clarification as what is desired by “The ability to directly integrate into public 

cloud solutions for disaster recovery and backup integration”.  
A9 The City is interested in Disaster Recovery solutions hosted on the cloud to give us an out-of-

City disaster recovery option of our mission critical systems. The ability for a solution to 
integrate directly to public cloud systems for the purposes of sending snapshot data/etc. 
would be beneficial.   

 
Q10 What is the longer term Cloud strategy for the city? 
A10 The City is interested in Disaster Recovery solutions hosted on the cloud to give us an out-of-

City disaster recovery option of our mission critical systems. 
 
Q11 What is the current VMWare topology, how is the VMware configured between sites i.e. is 

there vCenter and separate clusters at each?  
A11 The City is currently running VMware vCenter 5.5/ESXi 5.5. The City will be upgrading to 

VMware vCenter 6.5 within the next 12 months. ESXi hosts are distributed across our 
datacenters to provide active/active compute to all our VMs across our sites. The vCenter 
environment is one large stretched cluster, sharing the same L2 networks and connectivity to 
storage at all sites from any site. 

 
Q12 Clarification on the ability to quiesce servers when taking snapshots, to ensure snapshots are 

consistent. 
A12 The City is looking for a solution that can integrate with VMware snapshots to initiate a 

quiesced guest snapshot before taking the host level snapshot, ensuring that the VM-level 
snapshot is consistent. We do not require application-level integration with the storage 
system. There are no applications that exist outside of VMware that would require this 
feature.  
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Q13 What is the current backup software in use and backup repository target? 
A13 The City currently uses a mix of existing storage system backup technologies (snapshots, 

replication, and NDMP dumps to tape). We use Symantec Backup Exec to interface with our 
LTO4 tape library, and this system is due to be replaced.  

 
Q14 The following is a breakdown of the City’s data. 
A14 Of the 45TB requested, we have approximately 35TB data consumed that we wish to move to 

the new storage system immediately. Of this data:  
  a. 12.5TB is file share data/CIFS data, uncompressed 
 b. 22TB is VMware data.  
 Out of the VMware data, we have the following data types: 

• 2.83TB of Exchange data 
• 2.33TB of SQL data (with the majority being Microsoft SQL server, but   some 

Sybase SQL as well) 
• 750GB of VDI data 
• The remaining 16TB is a mix of Microsoft Windows VMs and a small amount of 

Linux VMs, running various application services.  
 
 
END of Enquiries and Responses 
 
Yours truly, 
 

 
Heather M. Rossi 
Intermediate Buyer 
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